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Helium



Interior Complex    Helium has a split personality.  Though hard 

edged on the outside, it’s a softy on the inside.  Its exterior facets 

seem to shift from every angle while a single curvaceous surface 

forms an interior that shines in its entirety.  Despite dueling 

identities, the fixture is cast as a seamless resin unibody with a 

matte finish that is sanded and painted four times inside and out.



Render Splendor Bask in professional caliber light, whether 

in your art gallery, film set or bathroom.  

Typical LED fixtures output at a Color 

Rendering Index of 80 out of 100 with some 

achieving 90.  With color temperatures of 

2700K, 3000K and 3500K, Two Parts’ custom 

LEDs achieve a CRI of 95 while optimizing for 

power efficiency and brightness.



Oxygen



Halo Effect    Just an innocent ring-shaped aura, Oxygen aims to 

please.  Its effulgent inner void emanates good vibes that reflect 

and refract within its clear encasement to reveal overtones of light 

at the edges.  Layers of ivory polycarbonate and aluminum are 

encased in a chrysalis of glassy acrylic with the entire seraphic 

construction welded together ultrasonically.



Source Material
Each fixture is built with some of the highest grades of cast acrylic,

polycarbonate and resin.  Together, premium materials and quality tooling create reliably

long term, top shelf components which are then assembled by hand with multiple rounds of quality assurance.



Lithium



Star Crossed    Unlike its shy brother, Lithium considers itself the 

shining four point star of the group.  Its bottom half takes on a 

uniform radiance as it magnanimously bestows its light down onto 

its subjects below.  An alabaster heart of translucent polycarbonate 

resides within a stretched bubble of clear acrylic, both of which are 

sealed shut via ultrasonic welding.



Cluster Luster

1 2 3 4 5 6 7  Fixtures

The compact Canopy01 supports anywhere from 

one to seven fixtures in any number of layouts.  

A series of knockouts along the edge combine 

mini ceiling hook, enabling an embarrassment 

of flexible layout options for each cluster.

with each fixture’s 20ft / 6m cord and mini 

ceiling hook to provide an embarrassment of 

arrangement options for each cluster.



Hydrogen



Playing Coy    The devious Hydrogen purports to be a simple 

spherical shell.  But when pressed, its interior becomes a fully 

illuminated hollow with no discernable light source, subverting the 

exterior’s presumed prominence.  Oppositional surfaces or not, the 

fixture is cast as a seamless resin unibody with a matte finish that 

is sanded and painted four times inside and out.



Designated Drivers

Two Parts drivers are small enough for 

junction boxes, powerful enough for 

clusters, flexible enough for any input 

voltages, and versatile enough to dim 

with TRIAC, ELV and 0-10V. They come in 

10W, 25W and 40W versions. For clusters 

requiring more power or other physical 

or electrical attributes, most any 12V DC 

Constant Voltage driver will work.



Calcium



Shy Guy    Calcium is the bashful twin of Lithium.  Despite its 

conspicuously outstretched arms, this four point star chooses 

to shine upwards so as to not disturb those below.  The milky 

white glow north of its equator, care of an ultrasonically welded 

polycarbonate shell, is refracted by a clear acrylic enclosure as if 

coated by an aqueous membrane.



Made of a little hardware 

and a lot of software, 

Two Parts is a machine 

for converting design 

into reality.  It operates 

from a room in Brooklyn and 

liaises between suppliers, 

fabricators, distributors, and 

customers around the world.  Like 

most machines, it evolves with 

technology in hopes of increasing 

its capabilities while decreasing in 

physical size and man-hours.  Two Parts 

is constantly rebuilt by Christo Logan.

Virtual Machine



Carbon



Social Skills    Carbon is a friendly creature.  It doesn’t mind 

hanging solo, but it relishes time spent with fellow Carbons.  

Together, they form a graphene-like hexagonal sheet emanating 

light in all directions.  Each fixture’s smooth polycarbonate boasts 

velvety translucence within a deep atmosphere of crystal clear 

acrylic sealed with ultrasonic welding.
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